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Andreas Gursky (born 15 January 1955) is a German photographer and professor at the Kunstakademie
DÃ¼sseldorf, Germany.. He is known for his large format architecture and landscape colour photographs,
often employing a high point of view.. Gursky shares a studio with Laurenz Berges, Thomas Ruff and Axel
HÃ¼tte on the Hansaallee, in DÃ¼sseldorf. The building, a former electricity station, was ...
Andreas Gursky - Wikipedia
The 2014 G20 Brisbane summit was the ninth meeting of the G20 heads of government/heads of state. It
was held in Brisbane, the capital city of Queensland, Australia, on 15â€“16 November 2014.The hosting
venue was the Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre at South Brisbane. The event was the largest ever
peacetime police operation in Australia. On 1 December 2013 Brisbane became the official ...
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